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Participating in a Regional Advocacy and Communication Planning Workshop held in Islamabad, Pakistan from 25-28 

March 2014, more than 34 representatives from the SAIEVAC National Mechanisms, including SAIEVAC Co-ordinators, 

representatives from the NACGs (NGOs/CSOs), representatives from the government information and communication 

agencies deliberated and identified thematic priorities for ending violence against children.  

While the Regional Advocacy and communication Planning Workshop was inaugurated by Hon’ble Secretary of the 

Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, Barrister Zaffarullah Khan, the closing ceremony was  presided over by the 

Hon’ble Minister His Excellency  Mr. Zahid Hamid, Minister for Science and Technology and Special Assistant to the Prime 

Minister with the status of Minister of State:  Khwaja Zaheer Ahmad, along with the Director General of SAIEVAC 

Secretariat Dr.Rinchen Chophel and the SAIEVAC National Co-ordinator of Pakistan Mr. Md. Hassan Mangi. Also present 

were  many other senior government officials, representatives of the UN and INGOs, NGOs working in Pakistan 

Advocacy and Communications is at the core of SAIEVAC’s programming. With regard to its strategic approach of ending 

violence against children, one of the premises it has adopted is that while law reforms as a means to end violence against 

children is promising, the use of such legislative measures becomes more solid if strategic Advocacy and Communications 

interventions are planned and adopted as an integral element by the respective member states, which ensures an even 

more promising pre-requisite for sustained success and impacts.  

However, as SAIEVAC and Member States continue to encounter difficulties in creating a conducive environment through 

public awareness on child protection issues and on ending violence against children, coupled by the issue of inadequate 



 
 

awareness, low literacy, low capacity of implementers etc., the prevalence of many harmful practices emanating from 

social, cultural and religious factors continue to be formidable barriers.  

Country Prioritized Thematic Focus Issue/Problem 

Afghanistan Child Labour High prevalence of child labour (1.9 million children are working) 

Bangladesh Child Marriage 70 % of Bangladeshi girls are married off below the age of 16 or below. An 

estimated 90% of rural girls are married before the age of 18 and expecting a 

baby in the following year or two. 

Bhutan Child marriage Social acceptance of child marriage (30.8% of women aged 15 to 49 years 

report having been married (or having entered a marital union) before the age 

of  18) 

Maldives Sexual Abuse & Exploitation Re-victimization and stigmatization of sexual abuse victims 

Nepal Corporal Punishment Corporal Punishment is rampant in schools 

Pakistan Child Labour High prevalence of child labour in the agriculture sector 

Sri Lanka Sexual Abuse & Exploitation Rampant practice of child sexual abuse and exploitation 

 

In accordance with the “Way Forward and Timelines” agreed, the respective member states will further undertake the 
identification and analysis of other problems/issues under the thematic  priority selected and complete the planning 
process, led by the SAIEVAC National Co-ordinator in the Govt. focal agency together with NACG agencies and 
govt. information and communication agency.  
 
Applying the principles of experiential learning, SAIEVAC looks forward to the participants from member states to 
actively experiment and apply the rigourous steps of advocacy and communications planning that was introduced. 
Member states are expected to complete this process by the end of April 2014 so as to enable commencement of 
implementation by the mid 2014. 
 
The event was  successfully organized by SAIEVAC Regional Secretariat, Kathmandu, Nepal  with funding from SAARC 
Development Fund (SDF) and hosted by Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, Government of Pakistan. 
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